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[1] We examine geoid rates and ocean mass corrections from two published global glacial
isostatic adjustment (GIA) models, both of which have been used in previous studies to
estimate ocean mass trends from Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE)
satellite gravity data. These two models are different implementations of the same ice
loading history and use similar mantle viscosity profiles. The model results are compared
with each other and with geoid rates determined from GRACE during August 2002 to
November 2009. When averaged over the global ocean, the two models have rates that
differ by nearly 1 mm yr−1 of ocean mass, with the first model giving a correction closer to
2 mm yr−1 and the second closer to 1 mm yr−1. By comparing the two models, we have
discovered that 50% of the difference is caused by a global (land + ocean) mean in the first
model. While it is appropriate to include this mean when subtracting GIA effects from
measurements of sea level change measured by tide gauges or satellite altimetry, the
mean should not be included when subtracting GIA effects from ocean mass variations
derived from satellite gravity data. When this mean is removed, the ocean mass corrections
from the two models still disagree by 0.4 mm yr−1. We trace the residual difference to the
fact that the first model also has large trends over the ocean related to large rates in its
predicted degree 2, order 1 geoid coefficients. Such oceanic trends are not observed by
GRACE nor are they predicted by the second model, and they are shown to be inconsistent
with the polar wander rates predicted by the first model itself. If these two problems
are corrected, we find that the two model predictions agree at the 3% level. On the basis
of this analysis, we conclude that the ocean mass correction for GRACE is closer to
1 mm yr−1 than 2 mm yr−1, although significant uncertainties remain.

Citation: Chambers, D. P., J. Wahr, M. E. Tamisiea, and R. S. Nerem (2010), Ocean mass from GRACE and glacial isostatic
adjustment, J. Geophys. Res., 115, B11415, doi:10.1029/2010JB007530.

1. Introduction

[2] Several investigations have used the multiyear record
of GRACE data to examine trends in ocean mass related to
climate change [Lombard et al., 2007; Willis et al., 2008;
Leuliette and Miller, 2009; Cazenave et al., 2009]. The
primary factor leading to significant differences in trend
estimates is the choice of glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA)
model used in the processing, as the correction is the same
order as the expected mass trend (approximately 1 to 2 mm
yr−1 of equivalent sea level rise). GRACE measures all
gravity variations, including those caused by ongoing GIA.
To determine the ocean mass trends related to modern
exchanges of water mass between the oceans and continents,

one must remove the gravitational effect of the solid Earth’s
and ocean’s adjustment to the large‐scale deglaciation fol-
lowing the Last Glacial Maximum.
[3] The only straightforward way to do this is to use a

GIA model. Otherwise, one needs to perform complex
inversions of multiple data sets (e.g., GRACE, GPS, ocean
bottom pressure) and such inversions are still quite uncertain
in terms of trends because of reference frame drift [e.g, Wu
et al., 2006]. The differences between most GIA models
arise from three main causes: the solid Earth model used,
particularly the viscosity profile and lithospheric thickness;
the ice loading history (most publicly available global
models currently use the ICE‐5G history [Peltier, 2004]);
and the treatment of polar wander. Peltier [2009] and Peltier
and Luthcke [2009] recently addressed the latter issue and
concluded that the Peltier [2004] GIA model is the most
appropriate one to use for GRACE ocean mass computa-
tions. It yields a significantly larger correction (quoted by
Peltier [2009] as 1.80 mm yr−1 of sea level rise) than other
models [e.g., Paulson et al., 2007]. Although many other
GIA models do exist, either they tend to be more regional
[e.g., Milne et al., 2001; Ivins and Wolf, 2008] or they give
corrections that are similar to the Paulson et al. value [e.g.,
Mitrovica et al., 2005]. The Paulson and Peltier models
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represent the largest deviation of global GIA models that
have been used in the literature of ocean mass change from
GRACE [Willis et al., 2008; Leuliette and Miller, 2009;
Cazenave et al., 2009], and it is important to understand
the differences, especially since they are both based on the
same ice loading history (ICE‐5G) [Peltier, 2004], as well
as similar viscosity profiles. In this investigation, we will
examine the differences between the Paulson et al. [2007]
(from here on, referred to simply as Paulson et al.) and
Peltier [2004] (similarly, referred to as Peltier) models in
order to understand whether the differences reflect an error
in one or both of the models or rather represent an inherent
uncertainty in the GIA correction. An uncertainty of order
1 mm yr−1 in GIA models would significantly limit the
usefulness of GRACE measurements for measuring ocean
mass trends.
[4] Although Peltier [2009] and Peltier and Luthcke

[2009] proposed that the differences were related to the
rotational feedback theory that Paulson et al. use, from
Mitrovica et al. [2005], we find that the effect of rotational
feedback is too small to explain those differences. Instead,
we will demonstrate that the differences can be explained by
a global (land + ocean) bias in the Peltier model that is
inconsistent with use for GRACE observations, as well as
rates in Peltier’s degree 2, order 1 coefficients that are
inconsistent (i.e., 5–6 times too large) with the polar motion
values predicted by the same Peltier model.
[5] In section 2, we describe the two models and the

GRACE data we use for comparison and will discuss any
special processing done to the data. In the remaining sec-
tions, we will discuss the initial comparisons of the models
in terms of the ocean mass correction and the patterns of
implied geoid rates, then discuss the polar motion feedback
terms, and finally propose why we believe the two models
diverge so significantly.

2. GIA Model Descriptions and Special
Data Processing

[6] Peltier’s [2004] geoid rates for the ICE‐5G(VM2)
model are provided as 1° gridded values with units of mm
yr−1. In order to use these rates in the same way that we
process GRACE spherical harmonic coefficients distributed
by the GRACE project, the GIA geoid map is decomposed
into Stokes (i.e., spherical harmonic) gravity coefficients
with the same spherical harmonic normalization and Earth
radius value utilized by the GRACE project [Bettadpur,
2007]. The map is decomposed into coefficients from
degree and order 0 to 180. We include the degree and order
0 term (C0,0) to estimate any mean in the grid. For gravity,
C0,0 is proportional to the total mass of the Earth and all its
components and should not change over time, either in the
GIA model output or in the GRACE data. For the GRACE
project, this constraint is enforced in the processing by
requiring that monthly estimates of the change in C0,0

(DC0,0) are identically zero. However, the gridded ICE‐5G
(VM2) geoid rate map of Peltier has a significant nonzero
global (land + ocean) average of −0.21 mm yr−1. This
nonzero mean should not be included when correcting
GRACE data. The true GIA correction to the change in the
Earth’s gravitational potential must have a global average

that is identically zero, since otherwise the GIA model
would not conserve the Earth’s total mass.
[7] A nonzero mean is, however, required when removing

GIA effects from altimeter or tide gauge observations of sea
level change. The correction in that case should equal the
gravitational potential plus a spatially uniform term needed
to conserve ocean mass. Suppose, for example, GIA caused
a net seafloor subsidence when averaged over the entire
ocean but caused no average change in the gravitational
potential. The globally averaged sea surface height in this
case would have to fall, since otherwise the ocean would
gain mass. Thus, a global constant would have to be sub-
tracted from the gravitational potential when constructing
the GIA altimeter correction, but not for the GRACE cor-
rection. We suspect that the errant −0.21 mm yr−1 global
mean in Peltier’s [2004] model is a remnant of when those
corrections were used to correct altimeter data. Whatever the
origin, it must be removed before applying the correction to
GRACE data. This mean has an important effect on the
results discussed by Peltier [2009] and Peltier and Luthcke
[2009], leading to a reduction in the estimated ocean mass
correction of 0.4 mm yr−1 (Table 1). This is discussed in
more detail in section 3.
[8] The second model we examine is from Paulson et al.

[2007]. It uses the ICE‐5G ice load model and a two‐layer
approximation of the VM2 mantle viscosity profile from
Peltier [2004]. It uses a significantly different theory for the
rotational feedback caused by polar wander [Mitrovica
et al., 2005], which affects mainly the degree 2, order
1 coefficients, as discussed by Peltier [2009]. This model
has no global mean bias. We will discuss the differences
resulting from these two GIA models in more detail in
section 3. The model of Paulson et al. [2007] is also de-
composed into Stokes coefficients using the GRACE
spherical harmonic normalization and Earth radius value,
although only to degree and order 70. The difference in the
computed ocean mass correction for an expansion to degree
and order 120 versus degree/order 70 is 0.01 mm yr−1 (Table
1).
[9] For the GRACE data, we utilize the Center for Space

Research Release‐04 data [Bettadpur, 2007], where the
degree 2, order 0 coefficients are replaced with estimates
based on satellite laser ranging tracking to geodetic satellites
[Cheng and Tapley, 2004]. The coefficients are not filtered to
remove correlated errors that cause vertical stripes in the
maps [e.g., Swenson and Wahr, 2006], because the stripes
have significantly smaller wavelengths than the spatial scales
we are considering (Gaussian smoothing radii >600 km).
The ocean dealiasing model used in the processing is not
restored, as typically done when studying local variations in
ocean mass [e.g., Chambers, 2006], so that the only ocean-
ographic signals remaining in the GRACE data are those due
to errors and omissions in the model. We also remove the
gravitational signal from the soil moisture and snow mass
parameters output from the Global Land Data Assimilation
System (GLDAS) based on the Noah land surface model
[Rodell et al., 2004]. Model output over Greenland is not
used because of problems with erroneous accumulation of
snow, and there is no model output for Antarctica. GLDAS is
removed to reduce some of the variability related to
hydrology, but one should note that the model does not
output surface water changes, snow in many areas, or
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groundwater. A linear trend in the GRACE residuals is
estimated in each coefficient for degrees 2 and higher using
more than 7 years of monthly coefficients from August 2002
until November 2009. The linear trend is estimated simul-
taneously with a constant, annual and semiannual sinusoids,
and a sinusoid for the S2 tidal alias period (161 days). The
trend is mapped into a grid of geoid rates, which are com-
pared in section 3 to equivalent maps showing GRACE re-
sults after one or the other of the two GIA models has been
removed and after smoothing with a Gaussian radius of 600
km.

3. Initial Comparisons of Ocean Mass
Corrections and Geoid Rates

[10] Peltier [2009] estimates that the GIA correction to
GRACE global ocean mass estimates from ICE‐5G(VM2) is
−1.80 mm yr−1 in equivalent sea level. We use the Stokes
coefficients computed from Peltier’s geoid rates in an attempt
to reproduce this value. We use three different ocean kernels
and several different levels of spherical harmonic truncation
and compute results for both Peltier’s and Paulson et al.’s
geoid rates (Table 1). The results do not vary by more than
0.01 mm yr−1 when we change from an expansion to degree/
order 60 to one to degree/order 120. Thus, the majority of the
signal in the GIA ocean mass correction occurs at degrees
lower than 60, which is compatible with the truncation of the
CSR GRACE data. However, the values do change by up to
0.2 mm yr−1 depending on the ocean kernel used. We can
reproduce Peltier’s [2009] −1.80 mm yr−1 value only if we
include Hudson Bay and the ocean under the West Antarctic
ice shelves (Table 1). However, these areas are generally
excluded from computing ocean mass from GRACE because
of the problem of leakage from hydrology andmodern day ice

loss [Chambers, 2009]. Instead, a kernel that excludes ocean
within 300 km of continents is preferred, with no additional
smoothing other than the truncation of the gravity coefficients
[Chambers, 2009]. Using this kernel increases the correction
derived from Peltier’s model, to −2.00 mm yr−1 (Table 1),
likely because this kernel masks out the large positive GIA
rates over Hudson Bay. For the remainder of the discussion,
we will compare results using this masked ocean kernel and
truncating to degree/order 60.
[11] We also find the only way we can use Peltier’s geoid

rates to obtain an ocean mass correction value as large as the
one proposed by Peltier [2009] is if we include the mean in
the model (DC0,0). When we remove the mean and
recompute the ocean mass average with the preferred ocean
kernel, the correction drops to −1.61 mm yr−1 of equivalent
sea level, a decrease of about 50% of the mean difference
between the Peltier and Paulson et al. values (−2.00 mm yr−1

for Peltier, −1.27 mm yr−1 for Paulson et al.; see Table 1).
As discussed in section 2, the GIA correction to GRACE
should not include that mean.
[12] One other small difference between the Peltier model

and the GRACE data is that the GRACE coefficients are
given in the center‐of‐mass frame and so do not include
degree 1 terms. Peltier’s geoid rates are computed in a dif-
ferent frame and do include degree 1 terms, which then
contribute to his GIA GRACE correction. This has the
possibility of causing additional differences between the two
GRACE corrections, since the Paulson et al. model results
are presented in the center‐of‐mass frame. This discrepancy,
however, is unimportant, because the degree 1 terms of
Peltier’s GIA model account for only 0.02 mm yr−1 of the
correction (Table 1).
[13] If we remove the mean and degree 1 terms from the

Peltier model, the ocean mass corrections implied by the two

Table 1. Rate of GIA Over the Ocean in Equivalent Sea Level (in mm yr−1)a

Model, Truncation, Coefficients Used, Ocean Kernel Mass Rate (mm of SL yr−1)

Peltier [2004], to degree 120, all coefficients including C0,0, ocean kernel including Hudson
Bay and West Antarctic Ice Shelf

−1.81

Peltier [2004], to degree 60, all coefficients including C0,0, ocean kernel including Hudson
Bay and West Antarctic Ice Shelf

−1.80

Peltier [2004], to degree 60, all coefficients including C0,0, ocean kernel excluding Hudson
Bay and West Antarctic Ice Shelf

−1.91

Peltier [2004], to degree 60, all coefficients including C0,0, ocean kernel masking oceans
within 300 km of continents

−2.00

Peltier [2004], to degree 60, all coefficients degree 1 and higher, ocean kernel masking
oceans within 300 km of continents

−1.61

Peltier [2004], to degree 60, all coefficients degree 2 and higher, ocean kernel masking
oceans within 300 km of continents

−1.59

Peltier [2004], to degree 60, all coefficients degree 2 and higher except degree 2, order 1,
ocean kernel masking oceans within 300 km of continents

−1.16

Peltier [2004], to degree 60, all coefficients degree 2 and higher with degree 2 order
1 replaced with values from (9), ocean kernel masking oceans within 300 km of continents

−1.22

Peltier [2004], to degree 60, all coefficients degree 2, order 2 and higher, ocean kernel
masking oceans within 300 km of continents

−1.02

Paulson et al. [2007], to degree 60, coefficients degree 2 and higher, ocean kernel
excluding Hudson Bay and West Antarctic Ice Shelf

−1.14

Paulson et al. [2007], to degree 60, coefficients degree 2 and higher, ocean kernel
masking oceans within 300 km of continents

−1.27

Paulson et al. [2007], to degree 60, all coefficients degree 2 and higher except degree 2,
order 1, ocean kernel masking oceans within 300 km of continents

−1.24

Paulson et al. [2007], to degree 60, all coefficients degree 2, order 2 and higher, ocean
kernel masking oceans within 300 km of continents

−1.10

aDifferent models, spherical harmonic expansion, coefficients, and ocean kernels were used. No additional smoothing was done to the data other than
truncation, which is consistent with the method we use to compute ocean mass from GRACE.
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GIA models agree to about 30% (−1.59 mm yr−1 for Peltier
and −1.27 mm yr−1 for Paulson et al). This difference is
almost entirely due to different secular rates for the degree 2,
order 1 Stokes coefficients ( _C21, _S21) predicted by the two
models. If those terms (and the global mean and degree 1
terms in Peltier’s model) are excluded, the ocean mass cor-
rections become −1.16mmyr−1 for Peltier and −1.24mmyr−1

for Paulson et al., a difference of only 4%. Note that
removing the ( _C21, _S21) contributions reduces the Peltier
correction by 27%, but only reduces the Paulson et al.
correction by about 2%. The reason is that those terms
constitute a much larger fraction of the total geoid rate in
Peltier’s model than in Paulson et al.’s model (Figure 1).
[14] Figure 1a shows the mapped geoid rate obtained from

6 years of GRACE data, with GLDAS hydrology and the
ocean dealiasing model removed. Figures 1b and 1c show the
same GRACE results but after removing the Paulson et al.
and Peltier models, respectively. Clearly, the Paulson et al.

model predicted geoid rates are closer to the rates observed by
GRACE (after removing modeled ocean and hydrology
trends). In fact, Figure 1c shows that the removal of Peltier’s
model introduces large secular geoid trends over central Asia,
the eastern United States, and the southern ocean, which are
not present in the uncorrected GRACE results. It is the
average of those features over the global ocean that is
responsible for most of the 30% difference between the
Paulson et al. and Peltier ocean mass values (after the mean
and degree 1 terms have been removed from Peltier’s model).
[15] The four anomalous features visible in Figure 1c

come from the large ( _C21, _S21) coefficients in Peltier’s
model. If Peltier’s values for these coefficients are correct,
some non‐GIA mechanism(s) would have to be producing
those four features. This issue was discussed in general
terms by Peltier and Luthcke [2009], who suggested that
perhaps present‐day changes in land ice have been pro-
ducing ( _C21, _S21) values that offset Peltier’s GIA cor-

Figure 1. Secular trends in geoid from August 2002 until November 2009 observed by (a) GRACE,
(b) GRACE corrected for the Paulson et al. GIA model, and (c) GRACE corrected for the Peltier GIA
model. (d) Same as Figure 1c, but degree 2, order 1 terms in Figure 1c have been scaled to remove the
effects of polar wander feedback. (e) Same as Figure 1c, but degree 2, order 1 values have been replaced
with values that are consistent with the polar wander rates of Peltier and Luthcke [2009]. For details of
calculations, see text.
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rections. They argued that a trend in land ice would cause a
trend in the Earth’s inertia tensor, thus leading to a drift in the
pole position. That polar drift would cause degree 2, order 1
deformation and so would produce ( _C21, _S21) terms. We
show in section 4, however, that for ongoing mass loss the
( _C21, _S21) values caused by polar motion would be only
about 30% of the total ( _C21, _S21) values, so that when the
results in Figure 1c are corrected for this polar motion
feedback contribution (i.e., Figure 1d), the four lobes still
remain.
[16] One should note, incidentally, that when Peltier [2009]

and Peltier and Luthcke [2009] compared maps of ICE‐5G
(VM2) with GRACE, only coefficients degree 2, order 2 and
above were used. Thus, the portion of the GIA model that
differed most from the GRACE observations was excluded
from their comparisons. When the degree 2, order 1 terms are
included (as is required when computing the complete ocean
mass correction), the large trends shown in Figure 1c are
obtained.

4. Polar Motion Feedback From Contemporary
Mass Loads

[17] The total geoid contribution from land‐based ice
(or from any other mass load) can be written as [e.g., Wahr
et al., 1998],

N ¼ a
X
l;m

Plmðcos �Þ CL
lm cosm�þ SLlm sinm�

� �

þ aP21ðcos �Þ CROT
21 cos�þ SROT21 sin�

� �
;

where � and � are colatitude and eastward longitude, a is
the Earth’s radius, and the Plm(cos�) is the associated
Legendre function. Here we have separated the Stokes coef-
ficients into contributions (Clm

L , Slm
L ) caused by the direct

gravitational attraction of the mass load and the Earth’s
deformation beneath the load and contributions (C21

ROT, S21
ROT)

caused by polar motion feedback. Although this feedback
causes small perturbations to all harmonics because of cou-
pling through the sea level equation, its dominant contribution
by far is to the degree 2, order 1 coefficients. So for simplicity,
those are the only ROT coefficients we will consider.
[18] Define the complex variables c(t) = C21(t) + iS21(t),

I(t) = Ixz(t) + iIyz(t), and m(t) = mx(t) + imy(t) to represent the
degree 2, order 1 Stokes coefficients, the products of inertia,
and the pole position, respectively (mx and my are the
components of the rotation axis in the mean equatorial
plane). The total contribution to the degree 2, order 1 Stokes
coefficients will be represented without a superscript, so that
c(t) = cL(t) + cROT(t). We use this same superscript con-
vention for I (t) and m(t). The degree 2 order 1 Stokes
coefficients are proportional to the products of inertia [see
Chao and Gross, 1987, equation (12)]:

cLðtÞ ¼ �
ffiffiffi
3

5

r
1

Ma2
I
LðtÞ

cROTðtÞ ¼ �
ffiffiffi
3

5

r
1

Ma2
I
ROTðtÞ

cðtÞ ¼ �
ffiffiffi
3

5

r
1

Ma2
IðtÞ;

ð1Þ

where M and a are the Earth’s mass and mean radius. So the
relative amplitude of _c

ROT
to _c(t) is the same as the relative

amplitude of _I
ROT

to _I .
[19] The products of inertia caused by the polar motion‐

induced deformation of the Earth are [see Munk and
MacDonald, 1975, equations 6.1.8]

I
ROTðtÞ ¼ C � Að Þ k

T

kf
mðtÞ; ð2Þ

where kT is the degree 2 body tide Love number and kf is the
fluid Love number. Multiyear trends in polar motion and in
the total product of inertia are related by (see Appendix A)

_mðtÞ ¼ 1

C � A
_IðtÞ ð3Þ

(where we reiterate that _I includes all contributions to the
products of inertia: those from the mass load, from the
deformation of the Earth caused by that mass load, and from
the deformation cased by polar motion feedback). Taking
the time derivative of (2) and combining with (3) gives

_I
ROT ¼ kT

kf
_I : ð4Þ

Since kT = 0.30 [e.g., Smith and Dahlen, 1981, Table 3] and
kf = 0.94 [e.g., Peltier and Luthcke, 2009, equation (12)],
_I
ROT

= 0.32_I . So because of (1),

_cROT ¼ 0:32 _c; ð5Þ

implying that the rotational feedback contributions to the
( _C21, _S21) coefficients are only 32% of the total. So the
direct contribution to ( _C21, _S21) from the ice and underlying
solid Earth elastic deformation will be 68% of the total
value. The presence of an equilibrium ocean would increase
the effective value of kT by about 12%, over the value used
here [see Agnew and Farrell, 1978]. That would increase
the relative importance of the rotational contributions to
about 36%, which is a small enough modification to have no
significant impact on the discussion below.
[20] Suppose that Peltier’s [2004] model for the GIA

geoid rate is correct and that the difference between GRACE
and Peltier’s model shown in Figure 1c is, as suggested by
Peltier and Luthcke, caused by contemporary changes in
ice mass. Equation (5) shows that the effects of polar
potion feedback can be removed from Figure 1c by multi-
plying the ( _C21, _S21) coefficients in the GRACE‐minus‐
Peltier residuals by 1–0.32 = 0.68. We use these rescaled
( _C21, _S21) coefficients, along with all the other Stokes
coefficients, and recompute the GRACE‐minus‐Peltier
results in the latitude/longitude domain. The result is shown
in Figure 1d. This map would then represent the direct
effects of the contemporary ice change plus the underlying
load‐induced solid Earth deformation (the latter contributes
a geoid signal that is typically about 5%–10% of the direct
effects of the surface mass load and has a similar spatial
pattern). The pattern of the residuals shown in Figure 1d
should now closely mirror the pattern of the surface mass
load. The map, however, is still dominated by the same four
lobes (over southcentral Asia, the northeastern United
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States, and the southern ocean) evident in Figure 1c. That is
because the ( _C21, _S21) residuals are still anomalously large,
even after removing the polar motion contributions.
[21] This pattern does not look like what one would

expect from a contemporary change in land ice. Nor does it
look like any other surface mass trend we are aware of. Over
the southern ocean, for example, the residuals shown in
Figure 1d are on the order of ±1 mm yr−1 of geoid in places.
These variations are larger than any comparable fluctuation
in the ocean that has been modeled or observed. For
instance, the largest residual ocean trend in the GRACE data
before applying a GIA correction is in the North Pacific and
has a magnitude of order 0.5 mm yr−1 (in terms of geoid
rate). That feature has been validated as a real trend in ocean
bottom pressure [Chambers and Willis, 2008]. Subtracting
the Paulson et al. [2007] model, on the other hand, does not
significantly increase any regional ocean geoid variations.
[22] Another argument, made by Peltier [2009] and

Peltier and Luthcke [2009] that Peltier’s model (including
the mean) should be used for GRACE ocean mass calcu-
lations, is based on closing the sea level budget between
ocean mass from GRACE, steric sea level from Argo, and
total sea level from altimetry, following the work of Willis
et al. [2008], Cazenave et al. [2009], and Leuliette and
Miller [2009]. Their main argument is based on comparing
the results from Cazenave et al. [2009], who find closure
when they use the Peltier [2009] correction, and those from
Leuliette and Miller [2009], who use the Paulson et al.
correction and find differences of 1 mm yr−1. However,
this argument ignores uncertainty in the three data sets that
go into the closure. The Argo rates from Willis et al. [2008]
and Leuliette and Miller [2009] differ by nearly 1 mm yr−1

because of the choice of climatology used in the mapping of
Argo data [Leuliette and Miller, 2009]. The difference in
Argo rates between Leuliette and Miller [2009] and
Cazenave et al. [2009], based on the same time interval, is
0.5 mm yr−1. Using conservative uncertainty estimates that
include errors beyond formal errors, such as errors in the
Argo trends, errors in altimetry, and errors in GRACE, both
Willis et al. [2008] and Leuliette and Miller [2009] conclude
the sea level budget closure can only be certain to within
about 1 mm yr−1 at the 95% confidence level, which is much
greater than the residual difference between the mean ocean

mass corrections from GIA for the Peltier and Paulson et al.
models when neither model has a mean (Table 1). Thus, the
closure of the sea level budget is probably not the best tool
for judging which GIA model is correct.
[23] With that said, though, we note that one significant

problem has affected all recent sea level budget studies
[Willis et al., 2008; Leuliette and Miller, 2009; Cazenave
et al., 2009]. All were based on Jason‐1 GDR‐B altimeter
data, which have since been replaced by a new version
(GDR‐C) that corrects errors related to the sea state bias
model, the onboard tracking algorithm, and bias jumps in the
microwave radiometer. The new data have significantly
lower trends in mean sea level over the time intervals
considered in the three studies, by 0.7 mm yr−1 (Figure 2).
The trend difference appears to be caused by a jump in the
GDR‐B Jason‐1 data in late 2006; before this the trends in
the two time series agree to better than 0.2 mm yr−1. Utilizing
these new Jason‐1 trends, and examining the sea level budget
closure argument that Peltier [2009] and Cazenave et al.
[2009] have used for selecting the Peltier GIA correction,
we note that the error in balancing would reduce to only
0.4 mm yr−1 for Leuliette and Miller [2009] (using the
Paulson et al. model) but increase to 0.8 mm yr−1 for
Cazenave et al. [2009] (using the correction proposed by
Peltier [2009]), although these differences are still both
within the 95% confidence level of the closure estimate.
When we use a time series starting in 2005 that has more
uniform global coverage of Argo profilers (Figure 3), we
find closure at the 0.2 mm yr−1 level when we use the
Paulson et al. [2007] GIA model.

5. Why Do the Two Models Disagree for
( _C21, _S21)?

[24] The GIA models from Peltier [2004] and Paulson
et al. [2007] give almost identical values for GRACE ocean
mass corrections (after removing the mean from Peltier’s
model), if the ( _C21, _S21) terms are not included. Given this
good agreement, it is natural to wonder why the models

Figure 2. GMSL computed from Jason‐1 for older GDR‐B
version of data (blue) and newer GDR‐C version of data
(red).

Figure 3. Nonseasonal mean ocean mass variations from
GRACE (red) and Jason‐1 and Jason‐2 altimetry corrected
for steric changes computed from Argo, computed as in the
work of Willis et al. [2008]. The only change from Willis
et al. [2008] is the longer time series and using GDR‐C
data for Jason‐1 and Jason‐2. The least squares linear
trends are the thick solid lines.
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obtain such different results for ( _C21, _S21). These are the
terms most affected by polar motion feedback, and so dif-
ferences in how that feedback is modeled are important. In
principle, the two models should differ primarily because
Paulson et al. included the effects of small nonhydrostatic
contributions to the Earth’s ellipticity [see Mitrovica et al.,
2005], whereas Peltier did not. These contributions have a
stabilizing effect on the pole position and so can act to
reduce the rotationally induced contributions to ( _C21, _S21).
This, though, does not appear to be the primary reason for
the difference. When Paulson et al.’s model is run without
including nonhydrostatic ellipticity contributions, the result-
ing ( _C21, _S21) values are still many times smaller than
Peltier’s.
[25] In fact, there appears to be an inconsistency between

the ( _C21, _S21) results in Peltier’s [2004] model (values
given by Peltier and Luthcke [2009]) and the polar wander
rates computed for that same GIA model (values shown by
Peltier and Luthcke [2009]). Combining (3) and the time
derivative of the last of equations (1) gives

_mðtÞ ¼ �
ffiffiffi
5

3

r
Ma2

C � A
_cðtÞ; ð6Þ

which is valid for any time t, including the present day and
where _c(t) includes all GIA contributions, i.e., from the ice
and ocean loads, from the deformation of the Earth caused
by those loads, and from the deformation caused by polar
wander feedback. So for t = the present day, _c(t) represents
the total GIA‐caused value of ( _C21, _S21) observed by
GRACE. Using A/(C − A) ≈ 303 and (Ma2)/A ≈ 1/0.330
[see Groten, 2004] in (6) and separately equating the real
and imaginary parts gives

_mx

_my

� �
¼ �1:2� 103

_C21
_S21

� �
: ð7Þ

Equation (34) of Peltier and Luthcke [2009] gives Peltier’s
[2004] values of ( _C21, _S21) as

_C21
_S21

� �
¼ �1:30� 10�11

7:67� 10�11

� �
yr�1:

From (7), this means

_mx

_my

� �
¼ 1:6� 10�8

�9:2� 10�8

� �
rad yr�1 ¼ 0:9

�5:3

� �
deg Myr�1:

ð8Þ

These numbers for _mx, _my show the amplitude of polar
wander that is equivalent to Peltier’s values of ( _C21, _S21)
would be 5.4 deg Myr−1. In contrast, the predicted polar
wander speeds shown in Figures 1b and 8 of Peltier and
Luthcke [2009] are on the order of 1 deg Myr−1 or less,
i.e., 5–6 times smaller than the values that are consistent
with the ( _C21, _S21) results. The published ( _C21, _S21) pre-
dictions and the published polar wander predictions cannot
both be correct. We do not know the reason for this dis-
crepancy, but we suspect that a ≤1 deg Myr−1 polar
wander speed is probably correct for this model. A value
of 1 deg Myr−1 is close to the observed value, and Peltier
and Luthcke [2009] explain that one of the successes of

Peltier’s GIA model is that it is able to reproduce the
observed polar wander rate. It should be noted that the
multiplicative factor in equation (7) depends on the numer-
ical value of A/(C − A). A GIA model that computes all
such quantities so that they are consistent with the model’s
input density profile could be using an effective value of
A/(C − A) that differs somewhat from the observed value.
But unless the input density profile is hugely different
from the real Earth’s, the effect on A/(C − A) would not
be large (we find that for reasonable density profiles, a
spread of ±10% is conceivable), and could not explain the
discrepancy noted above.
[26] Suppose we assume that the ( _C21, _S21) values in

Peltier’s model are incorrect and that instead they should be
consistent with Argus and Gross’ [2004] observed polar
wander rates of ( _mx, _my) = (0.4, −1.0) deg Myr−1. (We
suspect they should be even smaller than this, based on the
modeled values shown in Figure 8 of Peltier and Luthcke
[2009].) That would imply that Peltier’s ( _C21, _S21) values
should, instead, be

_C21
_S21

� �
¼ �0:6� 10�11

1:4� 10�11

� �
yr�1: ð9Þ

Using Peltier’s GIA geoid rates, but replacing the model
values of ( _C21, _S21) with the numbers given in (9) (and
removing the global mean and degree 1 terms), gives a
GRACE ocean mass correction of −1.22 mm yr−1, which
now agrees with the Paulson et al. correction (−1.27) to
better than 5%.
[27] The resulting map of the GRACE‐minus‐Peltier

results, computed using the values given in (9), is shown in
Figure 1e. This map now does not include the four anom-
alous lobes evident in Figures 1c and 1d and, in fact, looks
quite similar to the GRACE‐minus‐Paulson et al. map
shown in Figure 1b.

6. Conclusions

[28] Geoid rates from two GIA models [Peltier, 2004;
Paulson et al., 2007] have been compared with each other
and with geoid rates from GRACE for the period August
2002 to November 2009. Although both models are based
on the same ice loading history and use similar viscosity
profiles, they lead to substantially different corrections for
GRACE ocean mass estimates. There appear to be two
reasons for this difference.
[29] One is that the Peltier geoid rate includes a nonzero

global bias that increases the GRACE ocean mass correction
by 0.4 mm yr−1. This bias, which is needed when correcting
sea surface height observations for the effects of GIA,
should not be included when removing GIA contributions
from GRACE gravity observations. It does not represent a
real change in the Earth’s gravitational potential, because it
violates conservation of mass: it implies the GIA process is
causing the total mass of the Earth + ice + oceans to
decrease. When we remove the global bias and the degree 1
terms from Peltier’s model (the degree one terms are zero in
the center‐of‐mass reference frame used by GRACE;
though Peltier’s values are small enough to have little
impact on the GRACE correction), and use an ocean kernel
that minimizes leakage from hydrology and present‐day ice
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mass changes, the ocean mass correction rate decreases
significantly, but is still 28% (i.e., 0.34 mm yr−1) larger than
the value predicted by Paulson et al. [2007].
[30] The remaining difference comes almost entirely from

the model predictions of the ( _C21, _S21) coefficients. The
Peltier [2004, 2009] model prefers causes large geoid trends
in the ocean that are not observed by GRACE. Peltier and
Luthcke [2009] argue that these trends could conceivably
be due to rotation‐induced deformation caused by contem-
porary changes in land‐based ice. But when we adjust the
results to account for that deformation, the large ocean
trends still remain. In order for such a large signal in the
ocean to be masked by ocean dynamics, the ocean bottom
pressure changes would have to be significantly larger than
anything that has been observed or modeled. For example,
over the GRACE observational period, the largest trend in
ocean bottom pressure occurs in the far North Pacific and
has been verified by steric‐corrected altimetry even though
it does not appear in an ocean model [Chambers and Willis,
2008]. Even though the OBP trend is of order 1 cm yr−1 in
sea level change over much of the subpolar gyre, it is hardly
noticeable in terms of geoid rates (Figure 1a) and is far
smaller than the geoid rates implied by the Peltier model
(Figure 1c). The model of Paulson et al. [2007], on the other
hand, predicts significantly smaller ( _C21, _S21) values and
does not introduce such large geoid changes in the ocean
when removed from GRACE. When we use the newer
GDR‐C Jason‐1 data that corrects a bias at the end of the
record to compute GMSL, we find closure of the sea level
budget after 2005 at the 0.2 mm yr−1 level, but only if we
utilize the Paulson et al. [2007] GIA correction.
[31] We do not know the reason for the large differences

between the ( _C21, _S21) values for the two models. We find,
though, that Peltier’s [2004] predicted ( _C21, _S21) values are
inconsistent with his predicted polar wander speeds; his
predicted ( _C21, _S21) rates appear to be 5–6 times too large.
When his ( _C21, _S21) rates are reduced to match his predicted
polar wander speeds (the latter are close to the observed
values), the anomalous features in the GRACE‐minus‐
Peltier maps disappear, and the resulting GRACE mass
correction agrees with the Paulson et al. correction to better
than 5%.
[32] On the basis of this cumulative evidence, we conclude

that the Paulson et al. [2007] GIA model as distributed is
more consistent with the GRACE observations. However,
even this model should be used with caution. There are still
unknown uncertainties in both the mantle viscosity structure
and the ice loading history needed for GIA models. Only one
global model (ICE‐5G [Peltier, 2004]) is readily available,
so most GIA models are biased toward this.
[33] On the basis of this, we cannot propose a single value

for a correction to the GRACE data. Users should apply a
model based on their specific averaging kernel, as this study
has demonstrated that the correction is highly dependent on
the ocean kernel used in the calculation. Ocean kernels
computed by different authors can introduce differences of
up to 0.3 mm yr−1 of equivalent sea level change. In addi-
tion, the uncertainies associated with the mantle viscosity
and ice loading history on GIA models have not been fully
quantified. Although we have been able to explain the major
differences between ocean mass corrections given by two
GIA models, the possibility of common errors in GIA

models is still probably the largest source of uncertainty in
computing ocean mass trends from GRACE observations.

Appendix A

[34] Any process that involves the redistribution of mass
within the Earth or at its surface can cause changes in the
Earth’s inertia tensor and in its rotation vector. If the time
scale of that process is several years or longer, then there is a
simple relation between changes in the products of inertia
and changes in the pole position. We review that relation in
this appendix.
[35] Consider a process that changes the Earth’s mass

distribution. For the purposes of this paper, it could be GIA,
or it could be a long‐term trend in contemporary land‐based
ice mass. Define the complex variables m(t) = mx(t) + imy(t)
and I (t) = Ixz(t) + iIyz(t) to represent time variations in the
pole position (mx and my are the components of the rotation
axis in the mean equatorial plane) and in the products of
inertia, respectively. Here I includes all contributions: the
direct effects of any present‐day mass loads, the effects of
elastic or viscoelastic solid Earth deformation caused by
present‐day or past mass loads, and the effects of defor-
mation induced by motion of the rotation axis. The Liouville
equation for polar motion, derived from the equation for
conservation of the Earth’s angular momentum, is (e.g.,
equation (6.1.7) of Munk and MacDonald [1975]),

idm=dt

W C�A
A

� �þ m ¼ 1

C � A
I � idI=dt

W

� �
; ðA1Þ

where C and A are the Earth’s polar and equatorial moments
of inertia and W is the Earth’s mean rotation rate. To obtain
this form for (A1), we used the fact that there is no external
torque on the Earth and that the rotation parameter m(t)
represents the Earth’s mean rotation vector, so that the rel-
ative angular momentum vanishes by definition. For periods
much longer than 1 day, idI TOT/dt � WI TOT (because W =
1 cycle/d). And for periods much longer than 10 months,
idm/dt � [W(C − A)/A]m (because W(C − A)/A = 1 cycle/
10 months). In this case, (A1) reduces to

mðtÞ ¼ IðtÞ
C � A

: ðA2Þ

Letting _m and _I represent the long‐term trends in m and I ,
(A2) implies

_m ¼
_I

C � A
: ðA3Þ

[36] The relation (A2) between long‐term variations can
also be derived directly from the Liouville equation without
removing the time‐derivative terms in (A1) by assuming the
mass distribution is described by a slowly varying term and
integrating the resulting Liouville equation over time. This
approach is described by Lambeck [1980] (see Lambeck’s
equation (4.3.8)). The solution for m(t) in this case consists
of a slowly varying term plus an excited Chandler Wobble:
the effect of the idm/dt term in (A1) is to cause that Chandler
Wobble. The slowly varying term in the result for m(t) is
related to the slowly varying term in the product of inertia,
as described by (A2).
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[37] The result (A3), which is used in the text to derive
(4) and (6), shows that for long period excitations the sec-
ular drift of the pole is directly proportional to the trend in
the products of inertia. The result is routinely used in GIA
models. Consider, for example, the polar motion equations
described by Peltier and Luthcke [2009]. Combining
equations (11a) and (11b) of Peltier and Luthcke gives

mðsÞ � kTðsÞ
kf

mðsÞ ¼ W
A�

1þ kLðsÞ� �
I
RðsÞ; ðA4Þ

where s denotes the Laplace transform variable, kT(s) and
kL(s) are the degree 2 body tide and load tide Love numbers,
kf is the fluid Love number, and I R represents the direct
effect of the mass loading. Transforming from the Laplace
transform domain to the time domain, gives

mðtÞ � kTðsÞ
kf

* mðtÞ ¼ W
A�

1þ kLðtÞ� �
* I

RðtÞ;

where the asterisk denotes convolution in time. From
equations (16) and (17) of Peltier [2007],

1þ kLðtÞ� �
* I

RðtÞ ¼ I
GIAðtÞ

(I GIA is equivalent to I L described above in (1)) and

kTðsÞ
kf

* mðtÞ ¼ 1

ðC � AÞ I
ROTðtÞ:

So since W
A� ¼ 1

ðC�AÞ [see Peltier, 2007, equation (19c)],
(A4) reduces to

mðtÞ ¼ 1

C � A
I
ROTðtÞ þ I

GIAðtÞ
	 


¼ 1

C � A
IðtÞ: ðA5Þ

Taking the time derivative of (A5) gives (A3) above.
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